AMS EXECUTIVE GOAL UPDATES 2018-19
PRESIDENT

GOAL 1: ACCESSIBLE SERVICES

GOAL 2: ENGAGED COMMUNICATION

GOAL 3: ENHANCED CONSULTATION AND ALLOCATIONS

GOAL 4: IMPROVED STUDENT EXPERIENCE THROUGH INCLUSION

GOAL 5: INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL GOVERNANCE
PRESIDENT

- 4 Manager positions filled by the 6th month mark. HR Department fully staffed with just one vacancy at SASC.
- AMS Website completed by the beginning of the term, budgets maintained.
  - All AMS Services including student funds are centrally housed and are updated regularly
- Supported SSM in securing FoodBank funding
- Advisory Board is being successfully re-established with a full cohort of dedicated individuals.
- Had two orientations for Councillors- Summer and Winter
- In conjunction with stakeholders, delivered the apology to the Indigenous community and committed to a committee.
- SACADI: Finished a very extensive listening tour of information pertaining to academic diversity and inclusivity. Working group on improving appeals process will be established in January.
VP Finance

GOAL 1: INCREASE FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT, COLLABORATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

GOAL 2: STREAMLINE FINANCIAL OPERATIONS OF AMS CLUBS, CONSTITUENCIES, AND RESOURCE GROUPS

GOAL 3: AMS SELF SUSTAINABLE FINANCIAL PLAN
VP Finance

- Vice-Presidents Finance Constituencies Caucus meets quarterly
- AMS Funding such as Club Benefit and Student Imitative Funds etc.
  - Cap limits increase by average 30% per student(s) project
  - Cost coverage increase by average 25% per student(s)
- Ticketing Services
- Expanded Credit Card Programs
- AMS Council Approved New Investment Policy in August 2018
- Worked with President and HR Committee to try to re-establish ABS
- Businesses meeting FY 2018/19 goals

On Going
- Secure Online money transfer (Paperless) - about 2-year project
- Bi-annual reports initiated for society/university groups receiving student fee
VP ADMINISTRATION

GOAL 1: CLUBS AND CONSTITUENCIES

GOAL 2: ART GALLERY

GOAL 3: SUSTAINABILITY

GOAL 4: STUDENT LIFE AND SUSTAINABILITY CENTRE

GOAL 5: MENTAL HEALTH
As part of the New SUB Project, all the AMS groups have been moved in and we’re almost done with the Norm Theatre!
Confirmed the online club elections platform will be created.
Hatch Art Gallery is busier than ever with more frequent and relatable shows!
Volunteers at the Hatch are playing an active role in the Hatch Art Gallery
Sustainability Subcommittee was created.
Constituency Sustainability Strategies has been a hit.
MugShare Program has been an even bigger hit.
Secured space for the Indigenous Committee.
GOAL 1: PROMOTE AFFORDABILITY OF EDUCATION

GOAL 2: PROMOTE ACCESS WITHIN POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

GOAL 3: PROMOTE STUDENT WELL-BEING

GOAL 4: ELECTION YEAR AWARENESS AND ACTION

GOAL 5: RE-IMAGINE AMS STUDENT UNION DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT
VP EXTERNAL

BIG UPDATES SO FAR

● Provincial budget consultation
  ○ Finance Committee recommended to adopt our asks

● Provincial lobby trip
  ○ United over 200,000 student voices behind student aid, OERs, sexual violence policy
  ○ Met over 60 MLAs and our asks were positively received

● Campaigns: municipal elections + provincial referendum
  ○ #YourVoteYourVoice engaging over 1000 people, partnered with multiple student groups, put on two events

● Municipal advocacy/Transit
  ○ UPass negotiations ongoing for new contract
  ○ Outreach: municipal elections, Mayors’ Council, UBC
  ○ Preparing Skytrain campaign + advocacy strategy

● Rent With Rights
  ○ At the table with PSIs + government

● SUDS
  ○ Phase 1 revamp completed, worked with 135 delegates, revamp continued

UPCOMING

● Federal lobby trip
  ○ Preparing to go to Ottawa with UCRU next week
  ○ Advocacy includes International student access to PR, Copyright Act review, etc
GOAL 1: SURVIVOR CENTRIC SUPPORT

GOAL 2: HOLISTIC STUDENT AFFORDABILITY

GOAL 3: ACCOUNTABLE IMPLEMENTATION OF UBC’S STRATEGIC PLAN

GOAL 4: SYSTEMIC APPROACH TO STUDENT MENTAL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

GOAL 5: STUDENT CONSULTATION AND COLLABORATION
VP AUA Big Wins

- A 1 million dollar call **for Undergraduate Research Proposals** over 2 years
- Over 3 million dollars for an **Integrated Health Centre** in Orchard Commons and for **Counseling Units**
- A new **Academic Concessions Policy** by the end of this Academic Year (pending review and approval)
- **Policy 73 (Disability Accommodation)** reviewed and adopted after AMS advocacy last year
- Creation of the **AMS Indigenous Committee** after the apology and discussion circle this term
- The first **Fall Reading Break** consultation will be undertaken by Senate and the AMS
THANK YOU!